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Hey Aaron, Mr and Mrs Rubin,

I work for Millennium Labs and was present in San Diego for the 
lecture that you gave this past Monday. I just wanted to say 

thanks for everything that you guys do everyday. You said that 
you never got to achieve your dreams because of your overdose 
but now you are achieving many other goals. I believe that God 
saved you in order to save hundreds of others from dying and 

potentially becoming dependent on prescription drugs. You had a 
great impact on our team and we sometimes lose sight of the 

patients that are attached to the specimens. You are an incredible 
fighter and an inspiration to us all. Thanks again for all you and 

your parents do.

God Bless!
Chance Ingle
NC Sales Rep

Millennium Labs
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I first heard about Aaron on Celeb Rehab then came down to the 
computer to research Aaron and what had happened. I am moved 
to tears. This is such a important message to get out to kids these 
days. This is a consequence or alternative (possibly not the right 
word) to death. We never really focus on what can happen 
besides death because all we hear about is kids dying not ending 
up paralyzed. Thank you so much for sharing your story, I have a 
pre teen as well as an 8 year old and they will be watching your 
segment on Celeb Rehab as well as reading this website and any 
other info we can find on Aaron. I hope that Aaron is happy with 
his life even though it did not turn out as he might have wanted it 
to and I am sure mom and dad are grateful that he is alive and 
again I just want to thank you so much for sharing your story with 
everyone. Take Care
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Comment
As I sit here at 6:16 am thinking of what to say, I tell myself just 
say it Kim..... As a mother of a 21 year old who just went to the 

McDonald center for prescription abuse, I'm grateful he has gone 
through this treatment that has saved his life. My son has been 
using for years and came to his father and I in the beginning of 

October this year and told us of his addition and how sick he was 
and that he wanted to get better and go to the McDonald center at 

Scripps. Of course so many emotions went through us, me as a 
mother... Scared, hurt, stressed, worried...but proud that he came 

to us and asked for help.
As part of his 28 day program after detox was family week the 

counselor showed us your story, first I was shocked seeing 
Poway High, Justin went to Poway High and graduated in 2008... 
Then the tears came and more fear and sadness. This could have 
been Justin. Although he wasn't in sports he always loved riding 

his bike and had a ton of friends that he was always there for and 
of course girls... I also read your stories online and I think again 

this is my son.... 
He is almost two months sober, has a sponsor and is working his 
12 steps and going to aftercare and meetings daily. There is not 

many people outside of family and close friends that we have 
shared this with..... As they say in family week it is Justin's story to 

tell.

In the resent events at Poway High, a friend of mine who I have 
meet through baseball that my younger son Shane (11) plays has 
said that she wanted to get parents involved and educated about 

drugs in schools. She has gotten permission to get something 



together at Twin Peaks and I think also Poway High, she has also 
spoken with Poway Sherriff. When I learned of this I told her that I 

would love to help and be involved. Then I thought of you and 
your mother. I would love to have you come tell your story. I’m 

meeting with my friend this morning for coffee to discuss what the 
plan is. 

Your story has touched my heart in more ways than I can say, as 
a mother of a son who just went through treatment and a younger 

one who we all as a family are educating him in hopes that this 
doesn't

Happen to him, I'm going to do what I can to get the word
Out to help others and hope that you can be involved also.

Please contact me and let me know if you would be available to 
meet or be involved in our mission.

Thank you!!!!!
Kim 


